THE   STORY   OF  THE   NATIVES	ITT
Chief,  who now constitutes something approximating cur-
provincial mayor.
In the old days the tribal chiefs or Theas had supreme
power. They could declare war or make peace, inflict
punishment, negotiate treaties with the neighbouring tribes,
and generally act as the all-powerful monarch. Only males.
were allowed to rule, and if the chief had no male issue he
was permitted to adopt a son who could succeed him as chief-
The adopted son, however, was not permitted to marry an
adopted sister, even if they were from different villages. An
interesting thing is that although noblesse was hereditary,
it had a diminishing value. In each generation they lose one
degree of rank, so that after the sixth generation the issue
of a Grand Chief would become a simple tribesman. A
parallel to this can be seen in Thailand to-day, where through
six generations a Chao Phya—the highest rank—descends
by degree to the status of Nai or ordinary citizen.
A custom, that was current in the island when Charles
Brainne wrote La Nowoelle Caledonie in 1854,, seems to
have close relation to a custom practised about the same
time in Tahiti. When a chief received the head of a
neighbouring tribe in New Caledonia, it was the usual thing
to welcome him with a long speech, during which he would
pass through his hands an cava' (a length of cloth made
from the bark of the paper mulberry tree). The longer the
speech, and the quicker the material passed through his
hands, the greater the prestige of the chief, whose wealth
was gauged by the size of the piece of cloth.
In Tahiti the thing was done much more gracefully,
During the welcoming ceremony, a beautiful Polynesian
maiden entered the feasting hall. Her body was swathed
in cloth, which had been patiently beaten out from the barib
of the purau tree by hundreds of her sisters and friends
As she gyrated voluptuously round the hall, the end of the
eloth was flung to the honoured guest, and the dancing gir
pirouetted away from him, unfolding the cloth, until sh«
was left to dance naked before the assembly, and the clotl
was given as a present to the guest.

